Achieve CJIS Compliance for Microsoft Office 365 Email Encryption
DataMotion™ SecureMail for Microsoft Office 365 allows encrypted email and file attachments to be
sent from Office 365 without the need to install special apps or exchange encryption keys. Organizations
can use the SecureMail service with Office 365 to easily and safely exchange sensitive emails and files
with customers, business partners and vendors while maintaining compliance with privacy regulations
including CJIS requirements.
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Features

Strong, compliance grade encryption for email content and file attachments, including CJIS
100% compatible with on-premises or cloud-based archiving systems
Automated account provisioning for your message and file recipients
On-demand and automated reporting for all secure transactions
Includes SecureContact.me signature line link for receiving encrypted messages and files from anyone
Step-by-step setup guide for quick service startup and operation
Benefits

Securely transmits Office 365 email and file attachments to protect against loss, theft or misuse
Reduces exposure to regulatory violations by enabling compliance with CJIS, PCI-DSS and HIPAA
Improves service and contains costs with secure email speed and cloud computing efficiency
Lowers business risk and protects your brand and reputation by preventing data leaks
Increases customer loyalty and trust by protecting their sensitive information with encryption

How It Works
The diagram below provides an illustration of how easily SecureMail is integrated with Microsoft Office
365 for CJIS compliance.
DataMotion SecureMail Desktop uses an ad hoc Outlook ‘Send Secure button’ to encrypt sensitive email
and attachments using AES 256 encryption at the desktop. Once the message is marked as secure, it is
routed through O365 and stored on the DataMotion SDX Platform in the Agency’s CJIS Data Center.
Recipients are sent a notification email from the sender with instructions to retrieve encrypted email and
attachments from the DataMotion SDX platform (which is co-branded for the Agency).
*Contact us today for a free trial and setup guide!

*CJIS compliance is approved at the state level. Approx. 26 states have yet to approve Microsoft Office 365 as compliant. Updated information is available at the following link: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/TrustCenter/Compliance/CJIS; States with appropriate CJIS
documentation, as of February 2017, include: Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Georgia, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, New York, North Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, Utah, and Washington.
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